
INSTRUCTIONS
For a detailed description of all the features and specifications 
of this product please visit our website.

Tested in New Zealand. Made with care in China

PITCHING INSTRUCTIONS - NEO 6

1.   Ensure guy ropes are pegged out at all times during use

2.  Never pack your tent away wet. If you must take your tent down when  wet, 
 ensure that you dry your tent completely as soon as possible to prevent mildew forming.

3.  If mildew does form on your tent wash off with warm water and a soft brush to prevent 
 further growth. Do not use detergents.

4.  Do not use an open flame inside your tent. The fabric has been treated with a fire retardant 
 but is in no way fire proof

5.  Clean all pegs and poles before storing

6.  This tent is not designed to withstand storm conditions. During strong winds, 
 it is recommended that the tent be taken down

7.  Do not leave your tent pitched unnecessarily for extended periods of time. 
 UV light damages the fly fabric and will shorten the life of your tent

Flow Imports Ltd General Warranty

Subject to the exclusions and limitations set out below, Flow Imports Ltd will repair or replace 
(at its choice) merchandise supplied by Flow Imports Ltd ( Goods) which fail due to faulty materials 
and manufacture during the warranty period.

The following exclusions and limitations apply to the Warranty:

The Warranty does not apply except to an original purchaser who purchased 
Goods new from a retail outlet.

The Warranty does not apply if:

(a) a different product specific warranty is provided by Flow Imports ltd; or

(b) the Goods are not made by Flow Imports Ltd and an express warranty is provided by 
 the maker of the Goods

The Warranty does not apply if the Goods have been used other than for reasonable personal 
camping use. Use in a commercial context ( e.g. for rental or use by a commercial organization in 
its business operations ) or continuous use in a domestic context are expressly excluded.

Damage due to reasonable wear and tear, accident, acts of God, negligence ( other than by 
Flow Imports Ltd), failure by the purchaser to ensure instructions for use and care are observed, 
deterioration due to abnormal exposure to the elements, insect or mildew attack, or any other 
cause reasonably beyond the control of Flow Imports Ltd are all excluded.

Goods must be returned by the purchaser to the outlet from where they were purchased within 
the Warranty period, in a clean state with proof of purchase.

All transport cost and any other indirect costs are excluded from the Warranty.
Flow imports Ltd reserves the right to make a reasonable charge for repairs which it determines 
are not within the scope of the Warranty.

The Warranty does not limit, modify or exclude any rights under any law if to do so would 
contravene that law or make any part of this Warranty invalid. However, Flow Imports: 

(a) Excludes (to the extent permitted by applicable law) all conditions and warranties that might  
 otherwise be implied; and 

(b) Limits its liability for breach of any such condition or warranty that it cannot exclude together  
 with its liability under Warranty, to repairing or replacing the Goods or paying the cost of   
 having the Goods repaired or replace ( at Flow Imports’ option).



6. Peg out all the peg points around the 
inner tent. The peg points at 
the base of each pole should be pegged 
through the webbing loop rather than the 
ring.2x

2x

4. Thread the BLUE poles through 
the pole sleeves on either side of 
the dome you have just created.  
Insert the pole ends into rings. 
Attach the C clips around the 
poles.

8. Attach the elastic loop over the 
existing inner pegs. Where there is 
no existing peg, peg the fly directly 
into the ground ensuring there is 
significant 
space between the inner and fly.

9. It is recommended that guy 
ropes are pegged out at all times 
and windows are opened whenever 
possible to allow adequate 
ventilation.

Insert pegs at a 45o angle  

3. Thread the RED poles through 
the pole sleeves that run 
diagonally across the centre of 
the tent. Insert the ends of the 
poles into the pins located below 
each pole sleeve. Attach the C 
clips around the poles

1. Clear your site making sure there are no 
sharp objects where you are going to pitch 
your tent. Try to get a site that is as flat as 
possible. Spread out the inner tent (White), 
the main door is located at the front.

2. Assemble the 5 pole sections. 
Ensure that the poles do not snap 
together.

1x

7. Pull the fly over the inner tent. The 
ORANGE webbing loops indicate the 
front of the fly. Connect the velcro 
loops inside the fly around the cut 
outs on the corresponding pole 
sleeve.

5. Thread the GREEN poles through 
the pole sleeve at the front of the 
tent.  Insert the pole ends into rings.
Attach the C clips around the poles.


